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revolving loan and subsidy program, Alabama
SAVES. Annual energy savings will exceed the
annual finance payment, generating immediate
positive cash flow for Gibson Oil.

Simple Payback
4.28 yrs
$5,000 in annual positive cash flow

From the Owner
“The lighting upgrade is going to help
us cut between 15%-20% in over all
energy costs and our stores now look
better than they’ve ever looked.
SEMCO made every part of this
process simple and clear. We are very
happy with the results.”
-Sam Gibson

Environmental Impacts
993 Barrels of oil saved
3.5 Acres of forest preserved
48,612 Gallons of gas not burned
54.8 House holds powered (1 yr.)
92 Cars taken off the road (1 yr.)
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ADECA Overview
The overall mission of the Energy Division, as the State Energy Office, is to
increase energy efficiency, reduce energy consumption, promote energy efficiency
and renewable energy technologies, make energy efficiency more affordable for
businesses and low-income households, especially those with vulnerable
populations such as elderly, disabled and young children, with the increasing costs
of home energy.

Abundant Power Overview
Abundant Power is a financial services company focused on designing and
delivering energy efficiency (“EE”) solutions and programs. They designed and
manage a statewide energy revolving loan fund for commercial and industrial
properties in the State of Alabama called AlabamaSAVES. The fund was initially
capitalized with $25 million through the federally supported State Energy Program
and was structured to bring in over $50 million of additional private capital through
credit enhancements. The program funds energy efficiency and renewable energy
projects for existing businesses. For more information, please see
www.AlabamaSAVES.com

Acknowledgement: “This material is based upon work supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy and the Alabama Department of Economic and Community
Affairs under Award Number DE-EE0000224.” Disclaimer: “This report was
prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the UnitedStates
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors or their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability
or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or any third party’ s use or the
results of such use of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein
to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or
any agency thereof or its contractors or subcontractors. The views and opinions of
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United
States Government or any agency thereof.”

